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Abstract
Applications of Hutchinson’s n-dimensional niche concept are often focused on the role of interspecific competition in shaping species distribution patterns. In this paper, I discuss a variety of factors, in addition to competition, that influence the observed relationship between species distribution and the availability of suitable habitat. In particular, I show that Hutchinson’s niche concept can be modified to incorporate the influences of niche width, habitat availability and dispersal, as well as interspecific competition per se. I introduce a simulation model called NICHE that embodies many of Hutchinson’s original niche concepts and use this model to predict patterns of species distribution. The model may help to clarify how dispersal, niche size and competition interact, and under what conditions species might be common in unsuitable habitat or absent from suitable habitat. A brief review of the pertinent literature suggests that species are often absent from suitable habitat and present in unsuitable habitat, in ways predicted by theory. However, most tests of niche theory are hampered by inadequate consideration of what does and does not constitute suitable habitat. More conclusive evidence for these predictions will require rigorous determination of habitat suitability under field conditions. I suggest that to do this, ecologists must measure habitat specific demography and quantify how demographic parameters vary in response to temporal and spatial variation in measurable niche dimensions.
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INTRODUCTION
In his famous “Concluding remarks”, G. Evelyn Hutchinson (1957) provided a new formalization of the niche concept that has since become central to much ecological reasoning and theory. Hutchinson defined the fundamental niche of a species as an “n-dimensional hypervolume”, every point in which corresponds to a state of the environment which would permit a species to exist indefinitely. Over the 40 plus years since Hutchinson’s remarks, a lot of irrelevant litter has accumulated regarding the niche concept, and it is perhaps now a good time to bring Hutchinson’s niche machine out and use it to clean up the mess we have made.

Hutchinson’s hypervolume concept provides a simple, although rigorous, approach to quantifying the niche. As stated by Hutchinson (1957, p. 416) “consider two independent environmental variables e1 and e2 which can be measured along ordinary rectangular coordinates … an area is defined, each point of which corresponds to a possible environmental state permitting the species to exist indefinitely.” The simplest interpretation of this view of the niche is shown in Fig. 1(A): a species occurs everywhere that conditions are suitable (pluses) and never occurs where conditions are unsuitable (open circles). This is what James et al. (1984) have referred to as the “Grinnellian niche”, stating that “under normal conditions of reproduction and dispersal, the species is expected to occupy a geographical region that is directly congruent with the distribution of its niche”.

Unfortunately, Hutchinson no sooner introduced his concept of the fundamental niche than he told the reader that a species will not utilize its entire fundamental niche, but rather the “realized niche” actually occupied by the species will be smaller, only consisting of those portions...
of the fundamental niche where the species is competitively dominant. Hutchinson argued that Volterra and Gause had already "demonstrated by elementary analytic methods that under constant conditions two species utilizing, and limited by, a common resource cannot coexist in a limited system." As a result of competitive exclusion, according to Hutchinson, the realized niche is smaller than the fundamental niche, and a species may frequently be absent from portions of its fundamental niche because of competition with other species.

Figure 1(B) illustrates Hutchinson’s concept of realized niche. The species is shown to be absent from a portion of its fundamental niche due to competition with another species that is presumably a superior competitor for that portion of the niche space. Figures 1(A) and 1(B) might be combined into a single graph by adding a third dimension, representing the abundance of a “hidden” competitor species. In such a combined graph, Fig. 1(A) might represent a cross-section of the three dimensional graph for zero abundance of the competitor, and Fig. 1(B) might represent another cross-section when the hidden competitor is at its equilibrium abundance. However, such a depiction of the niche confuses the concepts of environmental requirements and environmental impacts (sensu Leibold 1995). The axes in Figs 1(A) and 1(B), environmental variables e₁ and e₂, indicate the requirements of the species in as much as they show the range of values of e₁ and e₂ for which the species can survive and reproduce. These requirements for e₁ and e₂ do not change in the presence and/or absence of the competitor species, and the abundance of a competitor is not a requirement for existence of the species. The abundance of the competitor is important only to the extent that the competitor impacts an environmental requirement, such as food or light. Leibold (1995) stated the problem clearly by saying that although “Hutchinson used a definition of the niche explicitly focusing on requirements, his use of the niche in discussing competition was much more related to impacts and roles of species”.

Hutchinson may have contributed to the confusion surrounding the niche concept by ignoring previous usage of the term. As pointed out by Colwell (1992), Griesemer
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**Figure 1** Four views of the relationship between niche and species distribution. In each diagram, the solid oval refers to the fundamental niche or the combination of environmental factors (e₁ and e₂) for which the species has a finite rate of increase (λ) greater than or equal to 1.0. The “pluses” indicate the presence of the species in a patch of habitat characterized by particular values of e₁ and e₂, and the “zeroes” similarly indicate the absence of the species in a patch of habitat. According to the Grinnellian niche concept (A), a species occurs everywhere that conditions are suitable and nowhere else. Hutchinson’s realized niche concept (B) postulates that a species will be absent for those portions of the niche space that are utilized by a dominant competitor. According to source–sink theory (C), a species may commonly occur in sink habitat where λ is less than 1.0. Metapopulation dynamics and dispersal limitation (D) posit that species are frequently absent from suitable habitat because of frequent local extinctions and the time required to recolonize suitable patches.
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(1992) and Schoener (1989), Hutchinson (1957) used the word niche to refer to the environmental requirements of a species, whereas earlier authors, especially Elton (1927) and Grinnell (1917), had used the term niche to refer to a place or “recess” in the environment that has the potential to support a species. Hutchinson, in a sense, turned the niche concept on its head, emphasizing attributes of species or populations rather than attributes of the environment. According to Hutchinson, species, not environments, have niches.

Some of the confusion over the niche concept can be clarified by keeping in mind that all species not only respond to variation in the environment, but they also all change the environments in which they occur. Thus when two or more species occur together they change both their own and one another’s environment. In some cases, species directly interact with one another, as in predator–prey and interspecific territorial interactions. More often, species interact indirectly, by jointly influencing the environments in which they occur. Most cases of interspecific competition are indirect interactions between species mediated by the influence of one species on the limiting resources of another species.

The presumed relationship between niche and distribution can become even more complicated when one considers the recent concepts of metapopulations, source–sink dynamics and dispersal limitation. Pulliam (1988) differentiated between source habitats, where local reproduction exceeds local mortality, and sink habitats, where the opposite holds. Sink habitats, by definition, do not have “conditions necessary and sufficient for a species to carry out its life history” (James et al. 1984); nonetheless, large numbers of individuals may occur in sinks because of immigration from source areas (Pulliam 1988). Since a species may frequently be found in unsuitable sites where environmental conditions do not permit it to persist indefinitely in the absence of continued immigration, it has been said (Pulliam 1988) that the realized niche is often larger than the fundamental niche. Perhaps a clearer way of stating this is that the range of conditions actually experienced by the species is greater than the range of conditions for which birth rates equal or exceed death rate.

There is growing evidence that some organisms are “dispersal limited” (Cain et al. 1998; Clark et al. 1998), meaning that they often do not reach, and are therefore often absent from, suitable habitat. Furthermore, the modern theory of metapopulations posits that populations frequently go locally extinct and that, even at equilibrium, only a fraction of suitable habitat will be occupied. Figures 1(C) and 1(D) illustrate the relationship between niche and distribution under source–sink dynamics and dispersal limitation, respectively. In a source–sink situation, a species can be expected to frequently occur outside the bounds of its fundamental niche, in as much as frequent immigration to sinks may maintain large numbers of individuals in places where the environmental state does not permit the species to exist in the absence of immigration (Pulliam 1988). Finally, in the case of dispersal limitation, a species may frequently be absent from suitable (source) habitat because of the difficulty of reaching such areas.

At the time of Hutchinson’s “Concluding remarks” paper, ecologists were very much concerned about the role of competition in structuring natural communities, but they paid very little attention to dispersal, habitat heterogeneity and habitat-specific demography. The primary purposes of the current paper are to incorporate dispersal into the Hutchinsonian niche concept and to present the case that dispersal may be at least as important as competition in determining the relationship between niche and distribution.

**EXPANDING THE NICHE CONCEPT**

Niche width, dispersal and habitat availability and stability all contribute to the relationship between niche and distribution. To explore the complex relationships among these variables, I introduce a landscape population model called NICHE that simulates niche and population dynamics of one or more species on a complex landscape. NICHE begins with a quantitative description of the niche of each species of interest and a description of the landscape where these species occur. The landscape consists of a grid of cells, and each cell in the grid is characterized by particular values of environmental variables, $e_1$, $e_2$, etc. Each species in NICHE is characterized by its own species-specific demographic response function to each environmental variable. The demographic response functions may take on many shapes, such as normal, parabolic, logistic, etc. For example, in the examples presented here, juvenile survival ($P_j$) for each species is given by the parabolic equation

$$P_j = P_j^{max} \{1 - a_1(e_1 - \text{opt}_e_1)^2\}$$

(1)

where $P_j^{max}$ is the maximum juvenile survival, opt$_e_1$, or optimal $e_1$, is the value of variable $e_1$ for which the species has its highest juvenile survival, and $a_1$ is a parameter that specifies how rapidly $P_j$ declines as $e_1$ deviates from its optimal value, opt$_e_1$.

By specifying demographic response functions for all environmental variables that influence the demography of a species, the niche of a species may be quantitatively specified. For example, consider an annual plant species
that responds to environmental variable 1 according to equation (1), and to environmental variable 2 (perhaps soil moisture) according to

\[ \beta = \beta_{\text{max}}^1 \left(1 - a_2(e_2 - \text{opt}_e_2)^2\right) \]

(2)

where \( \beta \) is the mean number of seeds produced and \( \beta_{\text{max}}^1 \) is maximum number of seeds. (In the simulation examples presented later, \( \beta \) is taken as the mean of a Poisson distribution that specifies the complete probability distribution for the number of seeds produced.) In this example, one environmental factor \( e_1 \) only influences juvenile survival, and the other environmental factor \( e_2 \) only influences reproductive success. Though these specific assumptions are made to illustrate how the model works, the basic model is completely general and allows for different factors to influence different or the same demographic variables. In a real application, how the environmental factors influence demographic variables should be determined by empirical evidence.

The fundamental niche of a species may be depicted by plotting the finite rate of increase (\( \lambda \)) as a function of the environmental variables influencing \( \lambda \). For the annual plant example discussed above, \( \lambda \) is given by the product \( \beta P_r \) and by specifying particular values for the parameters in equations (1) and (2), we can depict the niche of our annual plant in environmental dimensions \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) as shown in Fig. 2. Consider the simple case where the environmental state of each grid cell is specified by two variables \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \), which can be thought of as soil pH and soil moisture (in bars of pressure). Assume that the optimal soil pH for the single plant species under consideration is 7.0, but that the various grid cells may have pH ranging from very acid to very basic. Similarly, assume that the plant species under consideration does best when soil moisture is 3.0 bars and less well when soil is very wet or very dry. Using equations (1) and (2), the finite rate of increase in this case is given by

\[ \lambda = P_j^\text{max} \left[1 - a_1(e_1 - \text{opt}_e_1)^2\right] \beta_{\text{max}}^1 \left[1 - a_2(e_2 - \text{opt}_e_2)^2\right]. \]

(3)

Figure 2(A) shows contours of \( \lambda = 0.5, \lambda = 1.0 \) and \( \lambda = 2.0 \), for the case where \( \beta_{\text{max}}^1 = 20, P_j^\text{max} = 0.2, a_1 = 0.2 \) and \( a_2 = 0.5 \). In this case, grid cells with pH 7 and moisture of 3 bars have the greatest potential for population increase with \( \lambda = 4.0 \). All of the points within the contour of \( \lambda = 1 \) can be ascribed to the fundamental niche of the species, since for these particular combinations of \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) the species can increase in population. The contour \( \lambda = 2 \) can be interpreted as the combination of environmental conditions for which the population doubles each year and the contour \( \lambda = 0.5 \) is the combination of conditions for which the population declines by 50% each year (in the absence of immigration).

The landscape in the NICHE model consists of a two-dimensional array of grid cells. The landscape represents the environmental conditions in “ordinary physical space” and corresponds to what Hutchinson called the “biotope”. As stated by Hutchinson (1957, p. 416), “the fundamental niche may be regarded as a set of points in an abstract \( n \)-dimensional \( \mathbf{N} \) space. If the ordinary physical space \( \mathbf{B} \) of a given biotope be considered, it will be apparent that any point \( p(\mathbf{N}) \) in \( \mathbf{N} \) can correspond to a number of points \( p_j(\mathbf{B}) \) in \( \mathbf{B} \), at each one of which the conditions specified by \( p(\mathbf{N}) \) are realized in \( \mathbf{B} \).” Perhaps, had Hutchinson been a terrestrial ecologist he would have referred to the biotope as a landscape. However, being an aquatic ecologist, Hutchinson used the more general term biotope, which includes the three dimensional possibilities of an aquatic world, or of the soil environment for that matter.

The environmental conditions at any point in space and time are specified for each grid cell, and all individual organisms in a grid cell at that time are assumed to experience the same environmental conditions. Figure 2(B) shows a discrete approximation of how \( \lambda \) changes with \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) for the same conditions shown in Fig. 2(A), and this approximation can be used to classify and map environmental conditions on a real landscape or biotope. By dividing the landscape into grid cells small enough that environmental conditions are approximately uniform within a cell, each cell can be classified according to the discrete values of environmental factors, as shown in Fig. 2(C). Classifying the grid cells in this way not only specifies the values of the environmental variables, \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \), but also, indirectly, specifies the demographic parameters \( \beta, P_j \) and \( \lambda \) for each cell.

So far we have treated \( \lambda \) as a density-independent parameter whose value is determined solely by the physical environmental conditions on a given grid cell. One way to introduce density-dependent population growth into the NICHE model is by making environmental conditions depend on the density of individuals. For example, at high population densities, the activities of the organisms may alter pH, moisture, nutrient availability or some other environmental factor, making conditions less favourable for population growth. The problem with this approach is that for sessile organisms, these changes are likely to be very localized and may not occur at the scale of an entire grid cell (Huston & DeAngelis 1994), especially if that grid cell is large enough to support many individuals. NICHE can be modified to account for localized interactions within a grid cell by keeping track of the exact location of all individuals so that the impact of each individual on the environmental conditions experienced by its neighbours can be calculated. For example, moisture availability may be influenced at the level of the grid cell by topography.
and aspect, but the actual moisture level experienced by an individual at a particular location within a grid cell may be further influenced by how far that individual is from its nearest neighbours. Incorporating this local effect, however, requires detailed information about how individuals influence their immediate surroundings and, in turn, how this impact influences the growth of their neighbours.

For the results presented below, an alternative, and much simpler, way of modelling density dependence is employed. In the model presented below, it is assumed that individuals influence each other directly by “occupying” available space rather than indirectly by changing the environmental conditions experienced by their neighbours. When a seed reaches an unoccupied grid cell, it is assumed to germinate and survive with probability \( P_r \), specified, as before, by the environmental conditions on the grid cell. However, when a seed reaches a grid cell already occupied by \( n \) individuals, it is assumed that \( n \) of \( k \) possible microsites are already occupied, so that the seed survives and germinates with probability \( (1 - n/k) P_r \).

Because density dependence is experienced locally, each grid cell, \( e \), can be said to have its own finite rate of increase given by:

\[
\lambda_e(n_e) = (1 - n_e/k) P_f \beta_a \left( 1 - a_1 (e_1 - \text{opt}_1)^2 \right) \beta_b \left( 1 - a_2 (e_2 - \text{opt}_1)^2 \right) 
\]

(4)

In other words, local growth rate depends on local environmental conditions, including local population size \( (n_e) \), local pH \( (e_1) \) and local soil moisture \( (e_2) \). Although the model could easily be adapted to allow \( k \) the number of available microsites per grid cell, to vary between grid cells, for the examples presented below \( k \) is constant and arbitrarily set at 100.

To complete a model of population growth, even for this relatively simple situation, we must specify both landscape structure, which is to say the environmental conditions \( (e_1 \) and \( e_2 ) \) on all cells, and the dispersal rules,
which govern the probability that seeds produced on any one cell migrate to any other cell in the landscape. For all simulation results considered in this paper, migration is equally likely to occur in all directions and distances travelled are assumed to follow an exponential distribution (corresponding to $c = 1$ in the dispersal models of Clark et al. 1998, also see Ribbens et al. 1994). In the exponential distribution, the probability that a seed travels distance $x$ is given by $\sigma \exp(-\sigma x)$, and the mean distance travelled is $1/\sigma$. All of the simulations are conducted on a grid of cells with each cell having unit width. Thus, if the dispersal parameter $\sigma$ equals 1, the mean seed dispersal distance is the width of one cell, and if $\sigma = 0.5$ the mean dispersal distance is the width of two cells.

Migration, for the purposes of this paper, occurs each time a seed moves out of the grid cell in which it is produced. Movement is calculated from the centre of the grid cell, thus seeds travelling more than half of the width of a grid cell contribute to migration, and those travelling less than this distance do not. For the simulations discussed below, $\sigma$ ranged from 0.5 to 32, and for the exponential distribution, the fraction of individuals travelling more than 0.5 unit distance is given by $1 - \exp(-\sigma/2)$. Thus when $\sigma = 1.0$, approximately 61% of the seeds migrate, when $\sigma = 4.0$, ~14% of the seeds migrate, and when $\sigma = 16$, only about 0.3% migrate from their natal site. Furthermore, when $\sigma = 1.0$, about 22% of seeds travel at least two grid cells from the natal site and ~8% travel three or more cells away, but for $\sigma$ of 8.0 or more, less than 1% of seeds travel more than one grid cell way from their natal site. Because low values of $\sigma$ result in high dispersal values, low values of $\sigma$ (<0.5) also frequently result in population extinction on landscapes where the majority of cells represent sink habitat, because most seeds migrate into unfavourable habitat. Finally, seeds that migrate beyond the boundaries of the landscape are considered lost, increasing the probability of local extinction on very small landscapes.

The simulation results reported here are for landscapes composed of 400 grid cells ($20 \times 20$). For each simulation, each grid cell was randomly assigned an integer value of environmental variable $e_1$ (pH) between 1 and 9 and an integer value of environmental variable $e_2$ (soil moisture) between 1 and 10. Thus, there are 90 different types of grid cells, which can be thought of as 90 habitat types, each with a different environmental state, and on average there are four or five cells of each type randomly distributed across the landscape. Individuals on cells with $e_1 = 7$ and $e_2 = 3$ have the highest survival and reproductive success. Using the parameters $a_1 = 0.2$ and $a_2 = 0.5$, grid cells with $e_1$ (pH) between 6 and 8 and $e_2$ (moisture) between 2 and 4 have $\lambda > 1.0$ and are called sources or source habitats, and all other cells are called sinks or sink habitats. However, not all sinks are equal. For example, those with pH of 5 or 9 and moisture of 3 have $\lambda = 0.8$, and those with pH 5 or 9 and moisture of 2 or 4 have $\lambda = 0.4$. All other sinks have $\lambda = 0$ (if equation (3) yields a negative value, $\lambda$ is set to 0). Overall, the landscape used in the simulations can be described as a few patches of source habitat (usually 20-25) randomly scattered in a sea of sink habitat (375-380).

At the beginning of each simulation run, each source cell is initialized with five adult individuals. Each of these adults reproduces and produces an average of $\beta$ seeds (a randomly chosen number from a Poisson distribution with mean given by equation (2)). Each seed individually moves in a random direction according to an exponential distribution with parameter $\sigma$ (between 0.5 and 32) and, upon migrating, becomes a juvenile (seedling) located in the grid cell containing its landing point. At this point all adults die and seedlings survive to become new adults with probability given by equation (4), depending on local conditions. Those seedlings that survive become the adults of the next year. Since survival and reproduction are stochastic (depending on independent random draws from a Poisson distribution), there is a finite chance of extinction each time step, and all populations will eventually go extinct unless there is immigration (rescue, sensu Brown & Kodric Brown 1977) from the outside. All simulations are run for 500 years and in most cases there is relatively little extinction during this time period.

**IMPLICATIONS OF THE NICHE MODEL**

Hutchinson, of course, was correct in assuming that the presence of a competitor reduces the realized niche relative to the fundamental niche. This can be seen by examining Fig. 3, which compares the abundance of a focal species in the presence and absence of a competitor. Both species have the same niche breadth (set by $a_1 = 0.2$ and $a_2 = 0.5$), the same low dispersal rate ($\sigma = 16.0$) and the same optimum $e_2$ (3.0). The competitor species is similar in all ways except that it has an optimum $e_1$ of 6.0 as compared with an optimum $e_1$ of 7.0 for the focal species. The presence of a competitor results in a 26.8% decrease in the overall abundance of the focal species ($737.0 \pm 60.1$ (SE) when alone versus $541.6 \pm 51.7$ when competitor is present). As can be seen in Fig. 3, most of the reduction in abundance of the focal species in the presence of the competitor occurs, as expected, in the habitat types more suitable for the competitor than for the focal species. At pH 6.0, which is optimal for the competitor species but below the optimum for the focal species, the mean density of the focal species is $5.12 \pm 0.38$ (SE) individuals per grid cell in the absence of the competitor species, versus only $2.93 \pm 0.74$ in its presence.
Although the results in Fig. 3 are supportive of the idea of niche reduction in the presence of a competitor, they do not fully support Hutchinson’s assertion that the “realized niche is smaller than the fundamental niche”. Both in the presence and in the absence of the competitor, a large fraction of the population of the focal species occurs outside the fundamental niche in the sense that individuals are present in grid cells where λ is less than 1.0. The fraction of the population outside the bounds of the fundamental niche increases with increasing dispersal rate. When a similar set of simulations were performed with higher dispersal rates (σ = 1.0 versus σ = 16), the reduction in niche size in the presence of the competitor was barely discernible, and there was no significant reduction in total population size when the competitor was present. These results suggest that, whereas interspecific competition may have a discernible influence on distribution, other factors such as dispersal may, in some circumstances, be more influential and have an overriding influence on the effects of competition per se.

To explore the effect of dispersal per se on the relationship between fundamental and realized niche, a series of simulations were run with only one species at a time, but with separate simulations conducted for a variety of species with different values of the dispersal parameter(s). Figure 4 compares the cumulative fraction of the total population in various portions of niche space after 500 time steps (years) for a range of species with dispersal rates varying from very high dispersal (σ = 1, Fig. 4A) to very low dispersal (σ = 16, Fig. 4C). As expected, a greater proportion of the population is contained within the portion of niche space for which λ exceeds 1.0 (shaded area) for the species with low dispersal than for the species with higher dispersal. This trend can also be seen in Fig. 5(A), which shows the proportion of the entire population in source habitat for a wide range of dispersal parameters (σ). When dispersal rate is high (σ < 2), on average about 60% of the entire population is in source habitat, and about 40% is in sink habitat. At the other extreme, when dispersal is low, the great majority of individuals (>95%) are in source habitat when σ = 16 and 100% of the individuals are in source habitat for σ = 32. This increase in the percentage of the population in source habitat occurs despite a decrease in the fraction of source patches occupied, from about 80% occupied when σ = 1 to an average of less than 20% when σ = 32 (Fig. 5B). These two trends taken together correspond nicely to the situation depicted in Fig. 1(C, D), with a high fraction of the population occurring outside the bounds of the niche when dispersal is high and a large fraction of empty suitable sites when dispersal is low.

**OPEN QUESTIONS AND RESEARCH NEEDS**

Clearly, competition, dispersal, niche size and the distribution of environmental conditions in space and time all play some role in determining species distributions in relationship to the distribution of suitable habitat. Theory suggests that species might be absent from suitable habitat and present in unsuitable habitat, but how common is this in nature? Part of the answer depends, of course, on the scale of resolution. For very fine-scale resolution, say on the order of individual forbs in the forest understory, an unoccupied spot may be just as suitable as the occupied one a few centimetres away, and, at this scale, there may be little or no relationship between distribution and suitability. At the other extreme, that of entire biogeographic regions, a species may be present in the only region which provides suitable conditions, resulting in a perfect, although trivial, match between distribution and suitable conditions. The question of the relationship between the distribution of a species and the distribution of its habitat may be most interesting at the landscape scale where the mean width of habitat patches is roughly an order of magnitude or two greater than dispersal distances. It is at this scale that dispersing propagules frequently reach unsuitable habitat while, at the same time, some suitable patches go uncolonized.
organisms in heterogeneous landscapes (Schmida & Ellner 1984; Turner et al. 1989; Venable & Brown 1993; Beshkarev et al. 1994; Dias 1996; Eriksson 1996; Haski 1996). We now understand that, for many species, local extinctions and recolonizations are common in nature (Haski et al. 1994), and that organisms may frequently be absent from suitable habitat because of local extinctions and/or dispersal limitation (Kadmon & Pulliam 1993, 1995; Haski 1994; Pulliam & Dunning 1994).

In discussing classical (or “Levins-type”) metapopulations, Haski (1998) stated “population extinction is a recurrent rather than a unique event”. The extinction events may be due to small population size and the random stochastic nature of birth and death, leading to a finite probability of extinction despite an expectation of \( \lambda > 1.0 \). In addition to demographic stochasticity, environmental variability may lead to local population extinctions. In this case, habitats become temporarily unsuitable, leading to the extinction event, and this may be followed by a period of habitat being empty after it has once again become suitable. Local extinction in a suitable habitat may also be due to genetic stochasticity or drift, leading to genotypes maladapted to local conditions. This too may be viewed as a case of empty suitable habitat if, in the population at large, there are genotypes for which the local habitat patch is suitable. One of the best known cases of metapopulation dynamics and a species being absent from suitable habitat is that of the threatened Bay checkerspot butterfly, *Euphydryas editha bayensis* (Murphy et al. 1990; Ehrlich & Murphy 1987). Local extinctions are common in this species due to a combination of unpredictable rainfall, the dynamics of its host plants and demographic stochasticity. The Glanville fritillary butterfly (*Melitaea cynthia*) is another species that shows metapopulation dynamics on a fragmented landscape (Haski 1998; Saccheri et al. 1998). In this case, low genetic heterozygosity as well as habitat quality and demographic stochasticity contribute to its high extinction rate on small and isolated patches.

Metapopulation models are equilibrium models and they assume a balance has been reached between extinction and colonization rates. For example, Valverde & Silvertown (1997, 1998) studied the woodland herb *Primula vulgaris*, which forms small tree gap populations. As tree gaps form and conditions become suitable for this species, some of these gaps are colonized, but eventually the gaps close and local extinction follows. The persistence of the metapopulation requires a high production of dispersing seeds and a large number of gaps being available for potential colonization. Valverde and Silvertown develop a potential colonization. Valverde and Silvertown develop a potential colonization model that results in an equilibrium with only a small fraction of all suitable forest patches being occupied by this species.

**How often are species absent from suitable habitat?**

Natural historians have often noted the absence of species from what appears to be suitable habitat, but it is theorized, not natural history observations, that has focused attention on the absence of species from suitable habitat. Metapopulation theory and landscape ecology have added substantially to our understanding of the distribution of
Figure 5  The proportion of the population in source habitat and the fraction of source habitat patches occupied for a wide range of dispersal parameters ($\sigma$). As shown in (A), when dispersal rate is high ($\sigma < 2$), only about 60% of the population is in source habitat, but when dispersal rate is low, most individuals are in source habitat ($>95\%$). At the highest dispersal rate ($\sigma = 32$), 100% of the individuals occur in source habitat for all replications. This increase in the percentage of the population in source habitat occurs despite a decrease in the fraction of source patches occupied, from about 80% occupied when $\sigma = 1$ to an average of less than 30% when $\sigma = 32$ (B).

Limited reproduction combined with low migration rates can limit recruitment into suitable habitat (Pulliam & Danielson 1991; Eriksson & Ehrlen 1992; Honnay et al. 1999) and can result in a species being absent from a large fraction of its suitable habitat. Such recruitment limitation can occur across a vast range of spatial scales, from microsites within a relatively uniform area, to tree gaps within a forest patch, to successional stages across a large landscape, to geographical regions across a species range. Primack & Miao (1992) demonstrated dispersal limitation experimentally by introducing seeds of a variety of annual plant species into “unoccupied but apparently suitable” habitat in Massachusetts. They found that several species established populations that thrived for at least several years and concluded “that dispersal limitation can limit the distribution of annual plant species on a local scale”. Several studies have demonstrated that patches of ancient or old growth forest can be sources of recolonization for younger successional forests surrounding them, but that reestablishment is often a very slow process limited by dispersal. Brunet & von Oheimb (1998), for example, studied the migration of understory plants from ancient Swedish woodlands into surrounding deciduous woods varying in age from 30 to 75 years old. Typical migration rates were on the order of 0.3–0.5 m year, and young forests nearer to the ancient reserves were colonized first. Matlack (1994) reached similar conclusions in the Piedmont forests of the north-eastern United States, but he also found that plants with seeds that were ingested by, or otherwise adhered to, birds and mammals migrated into the regenerating forest more quickly than those dispersed by wind or ants.

Species distributions may be limited at the scale of their geographical ranges if suitable habitat changes rapidly, as might be expected during times of climate change. As early as 1899, in what has now been called Reid’s Paradox (reviewed in Clark 1998), Clement Reid puzzled over how oaks reestablished themselves in Europe after the Pliocene glaciations, given the relatively short distances that acorns were known to move. Similarly, Cain et al. (1998) argued that many woodland herbs in eastern North America have current distributions that extend hundreds or thousands of kilometres north of the southern limit of the Pliocene glaciation, despite the fact that many of the same species have observed mean annual dispersal distances of only a few metres per year or less. At this rate, a plant species could migrate only tens of kilometres in the entire 16 000 years or so since the end of the last glaciation. In reviewing Reid’s paradox, Clark concluded that there must be a “fat tail” to dispersal curves that accounts for rare long distance movements that establish populations far beyond their primary distribution. Petit et al. (1997) have now found strong genetic evidence supporting this point of view in the distribution of chloroplast DNA variants in European oaks. This accumulating evidence suggests that there is a considerable time lag between changes in climate and changes in distribution and that during much of this time, species may be absent from large portions of their potential geographical ranges.
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How often are species found in unsuitable habitat?

Much of the theory of community ecology has been built around the notion that the presence of a species in a given area indicates that that species is somehow adapted to local conditions and that it has evolved a mechanism, such as niche specialization, to coexist with the other species in the area. Contrary to this view, source–sink theory predicts that organisms regularly occur, and sometimes may even be common, in unsuitable (sink) habitat, if immigration from productive source areas is sufficiently large (Holt 1985; Kadmon & Schmida 1990; Pulliam & Danielson 1991; Pulliam 1996). At the community level, this prediction suggests the possibility that the majority of species co-occurring in an area may be in sink habitat and that the elimination of immigration would result in substantial simplification of communities.

Due to the difficulty of defining and measuring habitat suitability, there are substantial methodological problems to demonstrating that species regularly occur in unsuitable habitat. Several methods, however, have been used to bolster the case for the presence of a species in unsuitable habitat. At the level of natural history observations, the absence of reproduction coupled with the observation of frequent immigration into an area has been used as indirect evidence for the presence of a species in unsuitable habitat. A good example comes from Mark Bush (personal communication) who made extensive floral surveys of the Krakatau Islands and found that the fig Ficus pubinervis is a common tree on the islands despite the absence of fig wasps which are essential for the successful sexual reproduction of the species. Bush argues that fig seeds are frequently brought to the islands in the digestive tracts of pigeons, thus maintaining the species in the absence of local reproduction.

Stronger evidence for the regular presence of species in unsuitable habitat comes from demographic studies that establish that local reproduction is more than sufficient to account for recruitment in some habitats (sources) but less than sufficient in other habitats (sinks). For example, recruitment of caribou (Rangifer tarandus) substantially exceeds mortality in tundra habitat, but in woodland habitat where predation by wolves is much more prevalent, annual mortality exceeds local reproduction by a factor of two (Bergerud 1988). Many other demographic studies have established wide variation in local population growth rates, suggesting source sink dynamics. For example, Werner & Caswell (1977) found that local population growth rates ($\lambda$) of teasel (Dipsacus sylvestris) ranged from 0.63 to 2.60 in different habitats in Michigan (a $\lambda$ of 1.0 is necessary to maintain a local population in the absence of immigration).

In a few studies, it is relatively apparent what environmental conditions are associated with good and poor habitats. For example, Robinson et al. (1995) have found that large portions of the midwestern United States are sink habitat for several species of migratory passerine birds, due to forest fragmentation. Menges (1990) found that Furbish’s loosewort (Pedicularis furbishae) had population growth rates greater than 1.0 in moist habitats with low plant cover but had negative growth rates in areas with dry soils or dense plant cover. Kadmon & Schmida (1990) measured survival and reproductive rates of the desert annual Sipia capensis in three habitats (slopes, depressions and wadis). The wadis were moist year round and the depressions held moisture longer after rainfall events than did the slopes. Kadmon demonstrated that, although only 10% of the plants occurred in wadi and depression habitats, 75%–99% of the seeds were produced in these habitats, and that net reproduction (natality minus mortality) in the slope habitat was negative while net gain from dispersal (immigration minus emigration) was positive.

Although there are other good demographic studies providing some evidence that local sink populations are maintained by immigration from productive source areas (see Keddy 1981, 1982; Hubbell et al. 1990; Eriksson & Bremer 1993; Watkinson & Sutherland 1995; Dias et al. 1996), there are very few cases of experimental confirmation of the role of immigration in maintaining sink populations. The absence of such experimental evidence leaves open alternative explanations such as rare good years that produce seed banks or otherwise buffer populations from decline in poor years when $\lambda$ is less than 1.0. In one of the few attempts to demonstrate the importance of immigration, Kadmon & Tielborger (1999) experimentally prevented immigration of seeds from 34 plant species in putative source habitat and found a reduction of only one of the species in the putative sink habitat. Although Kadmon and Tielborger interpreted this result as contradicting the predictions of source–sink dynamics, they had no independent confirmation that most of the species in question had negative population growth rates in the putative sink.

I began this paper with a brief review of Hutchinson’s $n$-dimensional niche concept and an argument that Hutchinson’s “niche machinery” could, after 40 years, still help us understand the relationship between the distribution of species and the distribution of suitable habitat. Hutchinson’s niche concept, metapopulation theory, and source–sink theory together provide a solid theoretical foundation for understanding the distribution of species. Unfortunately, the empirical verification of this large body of theory is less impressive than the theory itself. This may be due in part to 40 years of having a theory of the niche without any real attempt to actually measure niches directly. Virtually all of the examples cited
above attempt to test predictions about the distribution of species without actually establishing what does and what does not constitute suitable habitat. Numerous studies, many referenced above, have attempted to measure site-specific demography. Age- and stage-specific birth, death, immigration and emigration rates have been measured at multiple study sites for many species, but details of the physical and biological dimensions of the environment that directly influence population growth rates have rarely been measured on the sites where these demographic studies have been conducted.

Of course ecologists do routinely measure the responses of organisms, especially plants and microbes, to variations in environmental factors; however, this is usually done by physiological ecologists interested in individual level responses like rate of photosynthesis or carbon allocation (e.g. Bazzaz & Wayne 1994; Caldwell & Pearcy 1994), or by community ecologists interested in competition between species and community structure (e.g. Tilman 1997), or by ecosystem ecologists interested in ecosystem responses such as NPP or carbon storage (e.g. Hobbie & Chapin 1996; Jonasson et al. 1999). With few exceptions, even simple measurements like temperature, pH, nutrient levels and light intensities are not reported by population ecologists doing demographic studies. In several examples presented above (Menges 1990; Kadmon 1993), soil moisture was implicated as an important environmental determinant of population growth rate, but in no case was soil moisture actually measured.

Hutchinson’s niche concept is a powerful tool greatly underutilized by ecologists (Holyoak & Ray 1999; Austin 1999). By measuring environmental conditions on the same sites where population growth rates are measured, ecologists can begin to determine what constitutes suitable and unsuitable habitat for the species they study. Furthermore, by coupling niche models with models of the physical environment, ecologists working with physical scientists may develop portable models of habitat suitability that allow them to predict the dynamics of species in places and times where they have not yet measured population dynamics. For example, a strong relationship between soil moisture and 1, coupled with a model of how soil moisture changes with topographic position, soil type and precipitation, may allow ecologists to extend their predictions to other places or to climatic conditions anticipated for the future.
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